
 

  

The 335 exudes a sporty demeanor that harmoniously matches 

its agile handling, accentuated by a captivating two-tone color 

scheme. This cruiser stands as a true benchmark, poised to gratify 

the cravings of performance enthusiasts regardless of atmospher-

ic conditions.

Its dynamic silhouette is complemented by expansive glass  

expanses that grace the main deck, with luminous bow skylights 

and hull windows ensuring an interior suffused with natural light. 

Shielding the helm area is a retractable sunroof, swiftly adaptable 

for enhanced ventilation at the helm.

Step aboard to be greeted by the awe-inspiring expanse of the 

cockpit – the 335’s crowning jewel. Three distinct leisure zones 

beckon, catering to every individual’s preferences. Extend the 

aft-facing sun pad with a removable mattress, while the elevated 

seat adjacent to the helm beckons companionship for the captain. 

The central leisure haven houses a well-equipped wet bar with 

a  fridge and accommodates six with comfort. Not to be over-

looked is the generous bathing platform, a standard feature that 

amplifies aquatic adventures.

Descending below deck, guests encounter a well-appointed galley 

boasting ample storage, alongside a bathroom complete with 

a  separate cabin for the head and shower – a thoughtful touch 

for maintaining dry towels and toiletries. Both double cabins 

ensure privacy with full-sized doors and ample headroom where 

it matters most. 

In the realm of the 335 HTS, an all-encompassing sport cruiser 

awaits, marrying spirited performance with accommodating living 

spaces, apt for daytime escapades as well as overnight sojourns.

The 335 commands attention as a striking sport cruiser, boasting 

a distinctive design and performance that effortlessly captivate any 

marina. Drawing inspiration from one of Galeon’s perennial best-

-sellers, its refined construction hosts an array of ingenious attribu-

tes and exceptional all-around maneuverability.
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Experience elevated agility and 

embrace dynamic thrills with the 

Galeon 335

Helm station offers perfect visibility all around      

Ample cockpit space for day cruising      



 

Bathroom holds a separate shower cabin      

 

Forward VIP cabin is bright and inviting      

Owner’s cabin offers a full sized double bed      Extend the table for extra dining space      

  

The saloon down below with a galley area

LATI GREY 335 
HTS



 

      Bow sundeck area       Bolstered sport seat for extra support

      Aft seating can be converted into a sunpad       Pop-up table for al fresco dining 

LAYOUTS

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform        **  – with extended tank
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Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 1

Bridge clearance 2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category
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